1. White side up
2. Precrase
3. Fold to centre
4. Fold behind
5. Unfold
6. Precraste
7. Fold offset preliminary base
8. Like so. Turn over
9. Precraste by bisecting the angle
10. Squash fold along creases
STEP 10 SEEMS TO HAVE VANISHED!
FOLD AND UNFOLD

FOLD ACROSS

FOLD LAYER AROUND

FOLD INDICATED FLAP
UP TO TOP CORNER.
USE EXISTING CREASE.
MODEL WILL NOT LIE FLAT

PARTWAY THERE,
SQUASH LOWER HALF
OF MODEL SO IT LIES
FLAT.

MODEL SHOULD LOOK
LIKE THIS.
FOLD FLAP OUT AS
FAR AS IT WILL GO

FOLD ONE LAYER
ACROSS

FOLD ACROSS.
MODEL WILL NOT
LIE FLAT.

PUSH AREA FLAT
WHERE INDICATED. MODEL
STILL WON'T LIE FLAT.
LIKE SO.
FOLD INDICATED
POINT TO TOP OF MODEL

LIKE SO.
REVERSE FOLD

FOLD LAYER
DOWN.

FOLD TOP LAYER BACK
DOWN

FOLD LAYER AROUND
LIKE SO. TURN OVER

REPEAT STEPS 8-25
ON OTHER SIDE. TURN
OVER AGAIN

THE NEXT STEPS OF STEPS FOCUS ON THE TOP FLAP.

FOLD A PRELIMINARY BASE
1. Prepare the paper by creasing it. Repeat on the other side.
2. Fold upwards.
3. Pull layers out.
   The creases at the sides were made in steps 23-24.
4. Fold behind.
5. Fold in half.
6. Model should look like this. Pull the ladder inside all the way down. Now rotate.
7. Line so the next several steps will form the back legs & tail and will focus on the left half of the model.
FOLD UPWARDS.

THERE ARE NO GUIDELINES FOR THIS STEP, YOU MAY HAVE TO REFORM THIS FOLD LATER.

UNFOLD TO STEP 46

CRIMP ALONG CREASES

NARROW TAIL

CLOSED SINK

FOLD TWO FLAPS DOWN FROM INSIDE TO FORM FRONT LEGS

THE NEXT FEW STEPS WILL FOCUS ON FORMING THE HEAD.
OUTSIDE REVERSE FOLD

OUTSIDE REVERSE FOLD

TUCK INSIDE

PINCH TO SHAPE HEAD

FOLD HORNS FORWARD

UNTUCK SOME PAPER TO FORM FRILL

FINISHED HEAD. YOU CAN NARROW THE HORNS IF YOU WISH

CRAMP

REVERSE FOLD

REVERSE FOLD

LINE SO. REPEAT WITH OTHER FRONT LEG.
CRIMP THROUGH ALL LAYERS. LEG WILL NOT LAY FLAT.

REAR LEGS

REAR LEGS.
REPEAT WITH OTHER LEG.

FINISHED TRICERATOPS

i) LIFT HEAD
ii) CRIMP BODY
iii) ROUND TAIL
iv) SHAPE REAR LEGS